
 

 
 

Please note that your electronic submission of this essay indicates your agreement and compliance with the 

following statement: “On my honor, I have neither given nor taken improper assistance in completing this 

assignment.” 

 

D.MIN./D.ED.MIN. IN CHURCH REVITALIZATION 

MINISTRY FIELD ESSAY 
 

Write an essay of 750-1,000 words that responds to the following question. Please include a header with your 

name and email address at the top of the first page. The essay must be double-spaced and written in 12 pt. 

Times New Roman font. You may use footnotes or parenthetical citations. The essay will be evaluated based 

on your demonstration of excellent research skills, critical interaction with the literature, clear thesis with 

effective argumentation, and proper use of grammar. 

 

 

First Baptist is in a town of 15,000 people.  The church experienced steady growth through 1962, when 

attendance peaked at 216 members. Giving was steady and the church was regularly sending and 

supporting missions.  Today, 60 members attend worship, and giving and support for missions as at a 

low. The deacons have done a poor job managing the church, and the staff lacks motivation. Sadly, the 

church has not experienced much flourishing lately. 

  

You have been called as pastor of First Baptist.  What are your plans to revitalize the church? As you 

respond to this case study, note any significant works/books in church revitalization that may guide 

your efforts.  Make certain your plans relate explicitly to church revitalization. 

 

DeVine, Mark and Darrin Patrick. Replant: How a Dying Church can Grow Again. Colorado Springs: David C. 

Cook, 2014.  

 

Rainer, Thom S. Autopsy of a Deceased Church. Nashville: B&H Publishing Group, 2014. 

 

Rainer, Thom S. Essential Church. Nashville: B&H Publishing Group, 2008 

 

Reeder, Harry L. From Embers to Flame. Phillipsburg: P&R Publishing, 2008 

 

Stetzer, Ed and Mike Dodson. Comeback Churches. Nashville: B&H Publishing Group, 2007. 

 

In addition to a standard English translation of the Bible, you are required to consult and cite the sources 

below as you write your essay. Failure to do so may influence the admissions decision. In addition to these, 

you are also free to employ a variety of other sources, such as essays, monographs, and articles.  

 


